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AUSTRALIA INTRODUCES FTA LEGISLATION: Legislation was this week introduced to the House of 
Representatives to enact new free trade agreements with Hong Kong, Indonesia and Peru. Trade Minister 
Birmingham said the new trade agreements would deliver wide-ranging benefits for Australian exporters. 
 
RCEP TRADE MINISTERS EXPECTED TO MEET AGAIN: As negotiators worked the phones this week after 
an inconclusive meeting of trade ministers in Bangkok, the ministers may rush to the Thai capital again in 
early November  in a bid to conclude a tentative agreement just ahead of an RCEP Leaders’ Summit. 
 
INDIAN REPORT CHALLENGES RCEP: Madhyam, an Indian Think Tank, has published a report suggesting 
exports of Australian and New Zealand wheat, sugar and dairy products could seriously challenge India’s 
rural economy. India’s food security could be risked by cutting farm tariffs under the ASEAN + 6 FTA. 
 
EU NEGOTIATORS IN CANBERRA: Negotiators from the European Union were in Canberra this week for a 
5th round of FTA negotiations. The latest talks follow a series of information workshops in Australia on an 
EU bid to restrict the use of regional food names. The EU-Australia FTA negotiations began in July 2018. 
 
AUSTRALIAN PAPER FACES US INQUIRY: The US Commerce Department has started inquiries into 
whether imports of rolls of uncoated paper from Australia, Brazil, China and Indonesia are circumventing 
dumping and subsidy duties. The rolls are being converted into sheets of paper after entry to the US. 
 
INDONESIA & KOREA CONCLUDE TRADE TALKS: Negotiations for a new bilateral trade agreement 
between Indonesia and South Korea were completed in Jakarta this week. The conclusion of negotiations 
was announced on Wednesday by Trade Ministers Lukita and Yoo. 
 
US & CHINA WORK ON THE FINE PRINT: The US and China are now seeking to map out a trade agreement 
that could be signed by Presidents Trump and Xi. This follows progress in last week’s talks in Washington 
DC where an understanding on an initial Phase 1 agreement was reportedly reached.  
 
AUSTRALIA CANCELS VISA OF PORK-CARRYING TOURIST: Sydney Airport officials this week cancelled a 
Vietnamese tourist’s visa when she was found to have food including 4.5 kg of pork in her luggage. 
Australia has taken a strong approach toward swine fever risks including locating sniffer dogs to Darwin. 
 
EU PREPARES TO RESUME THAI FTA NEGOTIATIONS: The European Council ruled this week it was now 
appropriate for the EU to take steps to broaden its engagement with Thailand including the resumption 
of FTA negotiations. The negotiations stalled in 2014 following a coup in Thailand. 
 
AUSTRALIA & SINGAPORE AGREE ON SCOPE: Trade Ministers Birmingham and Chan have agreed on the 
scope of a Digital Economy Agreement. It will include digital trade facilitation, e-invoicing, e-payments, e-
payments, FinTech, digital identity and artificial intelligence. An agreement is expected in early 2020. 
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